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BRN0048
Phase I Oral
ABM-1310 in
Advanced Solid
Tumors
PI: Nagpal
Pending

BRN0040
Phase II
ONC201 in
Recurrent
High-Grade
Glioma
PI: Thomas
Oncoceutics

BRN0042
Phase II/III Trial
Designed To
Evaluate Multiple
Regimens In Newly
Diagnosed and
Recurrent GBM
PI: Recht
Pending

BRN0046
Phase I Anti-Tim3
in Combination
with Anti-PD-1 and
SRS in Recurrent
GBM
PI: Lim
Johns Hopkins
University

BRN0045
Phase I/II Exablate
Type 2 for BBBD
With Microbubble
Resonators in TX
of rGBM in
Carboplatin Mono
Treatment
PI: Nagpal
InSightec, Inc.

BRN0049
Phase Ib
Nivolumab or the
Combination
Nivolumab +
Ipilimumab in
Surgically
Accessible
Glioblastoma
PI: Lim
Pending

BRN0041
Phase 2 TTAC-0001
in Recurrent
Glioblastoma
Progressed on
Bevacizumab
Including Therapy
PI: Nagpal
PharmAbcine, Inc.